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Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 120 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
0.3in.TREASURES! . AN END TO DISAPPOINTMENTS Do you believe there is a cure to this festering
sore that sours the expectations of every gender and class of humanity Hidden within the soul of
each encounter are treasures that must be identified and maximized for your life to make a
difference. TREASURES! will empower you to: Identify the treasures that daily come your way
Properly evaluate and prioritize them Make appropriate investments per treasure, per time
Effectively deal with bitter and painful pasts Maximize each moment and experience Guard your
treasures from robbers and spoilers Put a final seal on disappointments, and Strategically
positioning yourself for the best life ahead! Quit blaming yourself! Grab todays opportunities and
get ready to harness the prospects of greater tomorrows through adequate preparations.
TREASURES! will propel you to properly set the hands of your relationships and let them tick right
for you! Glory Odemene is an anointed minister of God and an accomplished poet, whose works
have tremendously blessed the lives of Gods people. She has been labeled Barnabas- the son of
encouragement of our times by renowned ministers whose lives...
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Reviews
This written publication is wonderful. It can be writter in straightforward phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this publication to learn.
-- Jesse Tr embla y
The book is great and fantastic. It is rally exciting throgh reading time period. I am pleased to let you know that this is basically the greatest ebook i
actually have go through inside my very own life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- Mr . Hyma n Ankunding DDS
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